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TOOL KITS
BAHCO FLIGHT AID METRIC

GENERAL AVIATION TOOL KIT
An essential companion to pilots, this 45-piece GA 
Tool Kit is designed to assist in minor maintenance 
tasks. In keeping with the range of pre-designed 
tool kits, the Flight Aid Kit has adopted the tool 
control aspect. The high quality BAHCO aviation 
tools are individually embedded into Skydrol resis-
tant foam. These foams have red material backing 
which highlights a missing tool immediately, whilst 
also ensuring that tools are kept organised and 

free from the risk of damage.  Supplied in a high quality nylon bag with a 
comfortable grip handle, this kit is easily transportable and can be stowed 
in any orientation ........................................... P/N 12-04983 .........$561.00

BAHCO FLIGHT AID IMPERIAL
GENERAL AVIATION TOOL KIT

An essential maintenance companion to pilots, this 
47-piece GA Tool Kit is designed to assist in minor 
maintenance tasks. In keeping with our range 
of pre-designed tool kits, the Flight Aid Kit has 
adopted the tool control aspect. The high quality 
BAHCO aviation tools are individually embedded 
into Skydrol resistant foam. These foams have red 
material backing which highlights a missing tool 
immediately, whilst also ensuring that tools are 

kept organised and free from the risk of damage.  Supplied in a high qual-
ity nylon bag with a comfortable grip handle, this kit is easily transportable 
and can be stowed in any orientation ...........P/N 12-04984 .........$616.00

METRIC MECHANIC WORKSHOP
CABINET WITH TOOLS RBA6

The Kit PN RBI9300 contains 68 pieces of conven-
tional and Avionic specific test and measurement 
equipment for use in the aviation service field. The 
sturdy black polypropylene case is ideal for the ser-
vice environment as it is resilient to scratches, dents 
and is shock resistant. The case is also airtight, 
waterproof, dustproof and will remain afloat should 
it end up in water. The kit contents which includes 
a DMM designed for avionic testing, it may also be 
used for insulation measurement, are contained 

within the case whereby each component space is labelled. This “Tool 
Control” facility is a vital part of the kit. The special Aero leads are displayed 
in the lid of the case for initial visual inspection but thereafter can be stored 
in the respective colour coded tool rolls, which are supplied within the kit.

 P/N 12-04991 ......$6,447.00
AVIONICS TOOLKIT RBI9600T

Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, 
watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equal-
izing valve, Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, 
Skydrol resistant. 84 piece set, BAHCO aviation 
handtools integrated in four different layers. The 
two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost 
tools instantly this makes tool control much faster, 
easier and safer .......P/N 12-04992 ......$6,607.00

BAHCO AVIATION
TOOL KIT RBI9500T

Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, 
watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure equal-
ising valve, Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, 
Skydrol resistant.
Kit includes: • 159 BAHCO aviation handtools 
integrated in four different layers. • The two dif-
ferent colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools 
instantly this makes tool control much faster, 
easier and safer .......P/N 12-05072 ......$2,779.00

BAHCO AVIATION
TOOL KIT RBI9400T

Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, water-
tight, impact-resistant, with pressure equalizing 
valve, Inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, Skydrol 
resistant. Kit includes: • 159 BAHCO aviation 
handtools integrated in four different layers • The 
two different colours of the Inlay indicates lost tools 
instantly this makes tool control much faster, easier 
and safer ...................P/N 12-05073 ......$2,899.00

BAHCO AVIATION
TOOL KIT RBI9400T

Steel tool case red powder coated.  Top cap 
assembled with corrugated sheet metal to use the 
toolbox also as a step. Skydrol resistant.
Kit includes: • 148 BAHCO aviation handtools 
integrated in four different layers and clips in the 
lid. • The two different colours of the Inlay indi-
cates lost tools instantly this makes tool control 
much faster, easier and safer.

 P/N 12-05074 ......$3,037.00

BAHCO AVIATION
TOOL KIT RBI9900

Steel tool case red powder coated. Three trays  
Top cap assembled with corrugated sheet metal 
to use the toolbox also as a step. Skydrol 
resistant. Kit includes: • 193 BAHCO aviation 
handtools integrated in four different layers and 
clips in the lid. • The two different colours of the 
Inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool 
control much faster, easier and safer.
 P/N 12-05075 ......$2,916.00

BAHCO AVIATION
TOOL KIT RBI9650T

Tool case made out of synthetic resin, black, 
watertight, impact-resistant, with pressure qual-
izing valve, inlays in two colours, red/anthracite, 
Skydrol resistant. Kit includes: • 92 piece set, 
BAHCO aviation handtools. • Integrated in five 
different layers. • The two different colours of the 
inlay indicates lost tools instantly this makes tool 
control much faster, easier and safer.
 P/N 12-05076 ......$6,652.00

FOR A LIST OF TOOL KIT CONTENTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE

AXLE AND NOSE FORK NUT WRENCHES
These great little specialty tools are a must for 
all aircraft owners and mechanics as well. They 
are available in two sizes and will cover almost 
all GA aircraft. They are precision laser cut from 
4130 chrome moly aircraft grade steel and heat 
treated to a 42 rockwell hardness so they are 
very strong. They then get zinc plated to prevent 

corrosion and provide many years of service. These are .135” thick so 
you can rotate axle nuts and test fit the keepers or cotter pins in place. 
These tools weigh 4 oz. each.
1-1/2 inch .....................................................P/N 05-12377 ...........$23.95
1-3/4 inch .....................................................P/N 05-12475 ...........$27.50

ULTIMATE PROPELLER WRENCHES
Unlike anything on the market at any price. This 
tool makes short work of R&R on your constant 
speed propeller. The one end ratchets without 
removal from the bolts and the other end is 

extremely strong fully reversible Crows Foot for torquing the propeller. 
Precision laser cut from 4340 Aircraft grade steel, heat treated to a 50 
rockwell. Crows foot end is fully C&C machined for a perfect fit on the 
bolts. Utilizes both 1/2” & 3/8” ratchets, torque wrenches and extension 
tools. Crows foot end is offset 15° for double the versatility for difficult 
bolts behind prop blades. Black oxide plated for years of service and 
corrosion protection.
5/8 inch ........................................................P/N 05-12481 ...........$72.75
3/4 inch ........................................................P/N 05-12375 ...........$72.85

TRIM TAB ADJUSTMENT TOOL
Adjusts trim tabs evenly with less chance of 
scratching paint. ......P/N 13-19791 .............$9.90

 WASHER WRENCH SET
Washer Wrench Set. This is a (4) piece washer 
wrench set. It’s used to hold AN/aircraft washers 
to reach into hard to reach areas.
 P/N 12-04723 ...........$41.50

RIVET CONVERSION KITS
Converts your conventional hand pop riveter 
into an economical RivNut installer tool.
Size Part No. Price
6-32 ..................................12-13680 .....$13.95
8-32 ..................................12-13681 .....$12.95
10-32 ................................12-13682 .....$12.95
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